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I.ABSTRACT
Forensic genetic genealogy, a technique leveraging
new DNA capabilities and public genetic databases
to identify suspects, raises specific considerations in
a law enforcement context. Use of this technique
requires consideration of its scientific and technical
limitations, including the composition of current
online datasets, and consideration of its scientific
validity. Additionally, forensic genetic genealogy
needs to be considered in the relevant legal context
to determine the best way in which to make use of
its potential to generate investigative leads while
minimising its impact on individual privacy. This
article presents these issues from an Australian
perspective, with the observations and conclusions
likely to be applicable to other jurisdictions.

II.INTRODUCTION

T

he East Area Rapist terrorised areas of
California in the 1970s and 80s. The crimes were
committed in communities where doors were
once left unlocked (Castillo et al. 2018). The East
Area Rapist, later referred to as the Golden State
Killer, is reported to have committed at least 12
murders and 45 sexual assaults (Selk 2018). Never
really a cold case investigation in the decades since,
investigators continued to pursue investigative
leads. But it would be a new forensic tool, the
application of genetic genealogy, which would
eventually lead to the arrest, and guilty plea, of
Joseph de Angelo (Guerrini et al. 2018; McLaughlin
2020; Phillips 2018). The use of online family tree
genealogy records allowed investigators to narrow
their focus to a handful of suspects, ultimately
making an arrest.

Scientific, ethical, privacy, security and legal
considerations arise as the application of forensic
genetic genealogy (FGG) continues to advance.
This article will explore those considerations in an
Australian legal and scientific context. In addition,
the article will explore how these new capabilities
may sit within existing forensic and investigative
processes. In Section XII a checklist is provided
outlining items for consideration by any agency
seeking to implement this technique within
casework.
Direct-to-consumer (DTC) DNA testing has been
offered to consumers for several decades, but high
cost meant it was reserved for the most determined
of recreational genealogists. Early use sparked the
interest of Bennett Greenspan who founded
FamilyTreeDNA, the first mainstream genetic
genealogy provider (International Society of Genetic
Genealogy 2018).
Interest in genetic genealogy has increased
substantially since its inception, with dramatic
growth in the last few years. In 2017, the number of
DTC tests held by commercial providers more than
doubled, with estimates of 12 million kits analysed at
that time (Regalado 2018).
There is no such thing as a guarantee of absolute
privacy (Angrist 2013). Sociologist Gary Marx has
described the concept of privacy as ‘a multidimensional concept with fluid and often ill-defined,
contested and negotiated contours, depending on
the context and culture’ (Wright & De Hert 2012).
There is a high level of social contract and an
assessment of proportionality as privacy laws and
processes navigate competing interests of personal
privacy and competing societal interests, such as
the need for police to find and prosecute criminals
(Skinner 2018).
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There is increasing international interest, and
operational success reporting in the US, in using
FGG to identify suspects in cold cases (Aldhous
2019b). This article aims to explore some of the
scientific, legal and practical considerations,
culminating in a checklist to assist Australian
forensic and law enforcement agencies considering
operationalising this technique. Although this paper
focuses on the Australian context, the general
scientific and operational considerations are
relevant for any forensic and law enforcement
agencies.

III.MANAGING STAKEHOLDER
EXPECTATIONS
FGG is not a technique that can be applied in every
case. Several technical and practical considerations
could make the technique unfeasible. In the first
instance, most crimes occur between people who
know each other (Murphy 2013). The specific
circumstances of those cases will determine
whether DNA evidence has any probative value. In
cases where DNA evidence plays a central role, the
use of existing police DNA databases may be
sufficient to identify a suspect through routine Short
Tandem Repeat (STR) profiling. It may also identify
a close family member whose DNA is held by police,
through forensic familial searching.
In developing a capability to deliver FGG it is
important to manage the competing interests and
expectations of victims, government and the broader
community. As the processes underpinning forensic
genetic genealogy are refined and enhanced, the
argument may be put that – with enough scientific
and investigative resources – it should theoretically
be possible for the donor of any trace of unknown
origin to be identified. In practice, this is unlikely to
be the case. Clear guidelines to assist individuals to
understand the opportunity afforded by FGG, and
some of the limitations or obstacles that may arise,
will assist in this regard.

IV.FEASIBILITY FOR AUSTRALIAN
INVESTIGATORS
The two main methods currently used to generate
whole genome Single Nucleotide Polymorphism

(SNP) data for FGG are Whole Genome Arrays
(WGA), also referred to as high density SNP arrays
and microarrays, and Whole Genome Sequencing
(WGS).
Both WGA and WGS (with the exception of whole
mitochondrial DNA sequencing) are relatively new in
their use in forensic DNA analysis. For this reason,
utilisation of these methods is accompanied by
scientific validation considerations.
Validation of forensic DNA analysis methods is
guided by recommendations made by the United
States Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis
Methods (SWGDAM). SWGDAM’s recent statement
on Investigative Genetic Genealogy (the alternate
term for FGG), released in February 2020, provides
an overview of the process (Scientific Working
Group on DNA Analysis Methods 2020). However,
to date, validation criteria or application
considerations for the forensic community have not
been developed.
In the absence of validation criteria or guidelines,
forensic and law enforcement organisations that use
WGA or WGS for FGG must employ a considered
approach which should seek to assess, as a
minimum, the accuracy and reliability of the methods
for various forensic evidence or sample types.
WGA relies on high DNA input amounts and high
quality DNA. In contrast to forensic STR profiling
which requires half a nanogram of DNA to analyse
approximately 20 STRs, WGAs often requires
hundreds of nanograms to analyse more than half a
million SNPs (Tillmar et al. 2020). Poor quality and
degraded DNA samples, often retrieved from
compromised biological evidence in cold cases, is
expected to impact on the success of the WGA data
and analysis. In addition, trace DNA may not meet
the DNA input requirements for analysis using
WGAs. WGS may be utilised to circumvent the high
DNA input requirements of WGA. However, WGS
may require prior preparation steps such as whole
genome amplification to increase the likelihood of
obtaining useable data which also has validation
requirements and considerations. In addition, these
methods may require specialist bioinformatics to
impute missing SNP data.
The expertise and technology required for WGA and
WGS may not exist in operational forensic
laboratories; consequently, external expertise and
service provision may need to be employed to
ensure reliable application of these methods for
FGG. This may occur through a DTC operator that
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provides a full service from sample analysis,
provision of whole genome SNP data, upload of SNP
data to a database and/or genealogical services.
Alternatively, forensic laboratories may choose a
‘semi-outsourcing’ approach by using a genome
facility such as the Australian Genome Research
Facility (AGRF) to generate the whole genome SNP
data. Using this approach, the forensic or law
enforcement organisation would then be responsible
for downstream analysis and reporting. This
approach would require laboratories to consider
further requirements such as accreditation of the
external service provider, selection of method (WGA
or WGS), chain of custody, selection of one or more
genetic genealogy databases available for law
enforcement searches and employing the services
of a genealogist.
There are no international standards or certification
for genealogists or genetic genealogists, although
standards exist at a national level (Board for
Certification of Genealogists 2014). Therefore, it
may be challenging to determine the level of
expertise of the genealogist or genetic genealogist.
In addition to external expertise, a forensic or law
enforcement organisation may consider developing
in-house expertise to reduce the issues/risks
associated with external service provision.
A toolkit approach
Application of FGG to criminal investigations and
unidentified human remains should be considered in
the context of generating investigative leads.
Therefore, the primary analysis of DNA retrieved
from biological evidence will be STR profiling
(autosomal and Y) followed by forensic familial
searching (if available/permitted). In the absence of
leads, investigative DNA methods such as the
prediction of biogeographical ancestry (BGA) and
externally visible characteristics, e.g., eye and hair
colour, may be considered prior to, or at the same
time as, FGG. Given the high proportion of
individuals of European descent in the public
genealogy databases (Thomson et al. 2020),
knowing the BGA of the DNA donor may assist in the
decision-making process as to the likely success of
applying FGG.
In light of the technical considerations of WGA and
WGS, application of FGG to biological evidence
requires consideration of the sample type and the

quantity of DNA remaining for analysis. In cases
where evidence may be depleted using FGG, the
prior application of all available forensically validated
DNA analysis methods should be considered as a
priority before applying WGA or WGS.
Cost of analysing samples
The cost versus benefit of any new forensic
technique is an important consideration to ensure
best value is being achieved. Pricing for genetic
genealogy has two components:
- the DNA analysis cost; and
- the genealogical analysis.
1. DNA analysis costs
The cost to fully analyse a human genome has
dramatically decreased in recent years, from more
than $USD100 million in 2001 to approximately
$USD1,000 in 2019 (Wetterstrand 2019). This price
drop has greatly exceeded Moore’s law which
suggests the doubling of computer processing
power whilst halving cost over time.
In addition, the cost to agencies to generate the
high-density SNP data required for genetic
genealogy is reasonably low. At the time of
publication, the cost of a single WGA chip is in the
order of $USD3,500, enabling the analysis of around
20-80 samples depending on the chip and the
number of controls used. Generating WGS data
(30x) through genome sequencing services, such as
at the AGRF and KCCG Sequencing Laboratory at
the Garvan Institute of Medical Research, ranges
from approximately $USD1,200 to $USD1,350 per
sample. WGS through a DTC ranges from
approximately $USD560 to $USD1,000 per sample.
However, the genealogy costs are likely to comprise
most of the expenditure in the application of genetic
genealogy to investigations.
2. Genealogy costs
Genealogy costs are entirely dependent on the
complexity of the search required to identify an
individual. Providers generally offer an initial triage
service, whereby a profile is entered onto a database
and the match results reviewed to determine if the
person is likely to be identified, based on the shared
centiMorgan (cM) value to determine the degree of
relatedness between two individuals (Bettinger
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2020). As outlined by Thomson et al. (2020),
matches indicating that the closest potential relative
is likely to be third to fourth cousins (<50 shared cM)
would require significantly more investigative time
and resources and have a reduced chance of
successful identification.
It is difficult to determine an ‘average’ time for
genealogical searches and therefore provide costing
estimates. The genealogical searching in the study
described by Thomson et al. (2020) demonstrated
that initial triage of genetic information from deidentified UK volunteers required 2-3 hours work,
with the quickest case solved in 3 hours and
complex cases between 50 and 300 hours. Changes
to GEDmatch terms and conditions in May 2019
could further impact on these estimates (Thomson
et al. 2020).
Australian genealogists are likely to charge
approximately USD$35 per hour, meaning that a
complex case could run to USD$10,000 in analysis
costs. This cost may be considered low in terms of
the years of investigative time and resources
invested in cold case homicides and may be
outweighed by the substantial benefit of
identification of a previously unknown offender.
However significant investment in genealogy
analysis gives rise to considerations as to the
adoption of these skills in-house, and verification of
the proficiency of genealogists employed. These
issues are discussed further in sections IX and X.

V.WHAT CAN WE COMPARE AGAINST?
Forensic genetic genealogy has a high dependency
on reference datasets in genealogical databases. In
theory, the technique might have limited internal
application if policing agencies developed their own
database to generate long-range familial links
between unidentified crime scene profiles. But
operational success requires data (Ford 2018).
Access to online genealogical databases can be
achieved in several ways:
1. On a commercial basis
Law enforcement may be able to compare their
crime scene SNP data against data uploaded by
members of the public simply by creating an
account, paying any fees (if applicable) and
complying with terms and conditions.

This is the approach used by law enforcement
agencies internationally to date. Conditions could
include:
- A requirement to declare that the profile relates
to an investigation.
- Restrictions on which profiles may be searched
against, based on each user’s individual privacy
settings or consent.
- Restrictions on use depending on the
seriousness of the alleged offence (Aldhous
2019a)
- Geographical restrictions on use of services (e.g.
limited to United States agencies only).
2. Under warrant
There have now been instances where investigative
agencies have sought to obtain access to data under
warrant (Hill & Murphy 2019; Kaiser 2019). Such an
approach would negate any conditions ordinarily
imposed. But it could also allow a vendor to
challenge the legal validity of a warrant.
There is an interesting divergence between the size
of some online genealogy companies and the
potential privacy impact. GEDmatch, until its recent
sale to Verogen, was a small organisation. The
ability of small online providers that do not permit law
enforcement database searches to challenge
judicial warrants could be limited. This raises
broader public policy considerations and may
ultimately result in consumers avoiding such
providers in favour of larger companies such as
AncestryDNA and 23andMe.
3. Covertly
The third approach raises significant legal and
ethical risk. Some enforcement agencies have
special powers to undertake covert or clandestine
investigations. Whether such an agency could
upload a crime scene profile without declaring the
nature of the sample is a complex question beyond
the scope of this article.
Are databases ‘local’ enough?
A key consideration in operationalising this
capability is an assessment of its viability in the local
context. Online genealogy providers do not routinely
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release sufficient information about their users and
profiles to enable an exact estimate of utility.
It has been estimated that GEDmatch.com, the
website for the GEDmatch Genesis platform, was
accessed 774,000 times in January 2020.1 Nearly
59.6% of this traffic originated in the United States,
where it was estimated in 2013 that there were 40
million people with an interest in genealogy (Rak
2017; Tallbear 2013).
It was estimated that 9.4% of the web traffic in
January originated in Australia. Given the United
States has fourteen times the population of
Australia, theoretically, GEDmatch could have been
accessed by Australians over 2,000 times a day: per
capita even more frequently than by Americans.
These numbers do fluctuate month to month, and
each website visit would not equate to the upload of
a new genetic profile. But this analysis does support
the anecdotal contention that Australians do have a
high, per capita, interest in genealogy research.
And, as such, suggests that it is plausible that FGG
may assist with the identification of Australian
suspects or unidentified remains in some cases.
This use, however, would not be expected to be
homogenous across the whole Australian
population. Marketing campaigns run by major
online genealogy providers such as Ancestry.com
promote interest in genealogy by, at times, focusing
more on British, American or descendance from
early European settlers to Australia, as opposed to
tracing family roots in other countries.
Further study of the use of genetic genealogy tools
by population groups in Australia is therefore
warranted to ascertain the effectiveness of the
technique for different ancestral populations, as well
as to help quantify Australia’s use of these tools
overall.

VI.IS IT LEGAL?
Forensic procedures legislation
There is a longstanding question of whether crime
scene samples could be subject to types of DNA
analysis beyond what was anticipated for upload into
1
2

Estimates generated using Similarweb.com
Crimes Act 1914 (Cth), Crimes (Forensic Procedures) Act 2000
(ACT), Crimes (Forensic Procedures) Act 2000 (NSW), Police
Administration Act 1978 (NT), Police Powers and Responsibilities
Act 2000 (Qld), Criminal Law (Forensic Procedures) Act 1998

Australia’s National Criminal Investigation DNA
Database (NCIDD). This question was briefly
considered in a 2003 report into the Commonwealth
legislation, with the Review preferring not to
recommend limitations on which genetic markers
police could analyse (Commonwealth of Australia
2003).
Legislation in effect in Australia is primarily focused
on the safeguards for provision of DNA samples by
suspects and volunteers.2 While those samples are
tightly regulated, it is reasonably clear that DNA of
unknown origin at a crime scene can legally be
subjected to other forms of genetic analysis, either
sequentially or likely even in parallel with STR-based
DNA analysis for upload to NCIDD.
However, there is one important caveat. To avoid
some of the legislative requirements around privacy
in Australia, discussed below, the source must be
genuinely unknown. There would be other legal
considerations if an investigator already had a
reasonable suspicion as to the suspect’s identity but
nonetheless used FGG processes to gather
additional evidence about a suspect’s relatives.
The legal position in Australia does not entirely align
with United States case law concerning discarded
DNA (Joh 2006). As such, similar considerations
would apply to the collection of covert samples from
suspects, so as to confirm a genealogical
hypothesis, or from relatives to covertly extend a
genealogical record (Australian Law Reform
Commission 2003, pp. 1049-53).
Health records legislation
In Australia, most states and territories have specific
legislation dealing with health records. The
legislation frequently deals with privacy and access
to those records by a patient. Given the potential for
secondary use of genetic information for health
research purposes (Stoeklé et al. 2016) it is now
even more difficult to exclude these records from
what is frequently a broad definition under
legislation.
In New South Wales, the most populous state in
Australia, for example, health information includes
‘personal information that is genetic information
(SA), Forensic Procedures Act 2000 (Tas), Crimes Act 1958 (Vic),
Criminal Investigation (Identifying People) Act 2002 (WA).
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about a person in a form that is, or could be,
predictive about the person’s health at any time’.3
Whole genome analysis will produce information
about specific DNA markers which clearly fall within
this definition.
While some health records legislation excludes
operational police services, those exemptions may
not extend to specialist laboratories or professional
genealogists preparing profiles for upload to online
databases.
In cases where health records legislation applies,
additional requirements may apply, particularly
relating to security and safeguarding. Whether the
legislation applies to genetic information about an
unidentified person, or only at the point where there
is a reasonable presumption as to identity, could
determine whether health records legislation would
pose any practical difficulties in using FGG.
Regardless, any agency considering use of FGG
should, as a matter of good practice, review internal
processes to ensure a high degree of compliance in
relation to how genetic information is used,
accessed and stored.
Human Rights Acts
Three Australian jurisdictions – the Australian
Capital Territory, Victoria and Queensland – have
enacted specific human rights legislation.4 In
addition to creating a framework to assess the
impact of new legislation on human rights, certain
obligations are placed on government entities in
their decision-making and, in some jurisdictions, on
the exercising of a ‘function of a public nature’.
The laws acknowledge that human rights can be
limited in certain circumstances and seeks to
provide a means of balancing competing societal
and individual interests.
Human rights legislation includes protection against
arbitrary interference with privacy and protection of
reputation in a way which is broader than in other
laws, such as the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) which
regulate personal information.
A consideration of FGG in the context of human
rights laws would turn to both the privacy rights of
the donor of genetic material at a crime scene, as
3
4

Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (NSW), s 6.
Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT), Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic), Human Rights Act 2019 (Qld)

well as the privacy rights of individuals who have
uploaded their profiles into an online database.
Those considerations would likely turn to questions
of proportionality and consent.
Privacy laws
Forensic genetic genealogy raises issues of
proportionality, or the balancing of competing social
interests (Moran 2018). As Denise Syndercombe
Court from King’s College notes, the ‘intrusion into
privacy [from forensic genealogy] is obvious to all’
(Syndercombe Court 2018).
Privacy in Australia is regulated under the Privacy
Act 1988 (Cth) and equivalent state and territory
laws. While there are some differences, the privacy
principles established by these laws are relatively
consistent. Privacy laws have broad application to
both the public and private sectors in Australia.
The Australian Privacy Principles, under the Privacy
Act, restrict the way in which ‘personal information’
can be collected, stored, used and disclosed.5
Genetic data is defined as ‘sensitive information’,
which is further restricted. While it is not entirely
clear on the face of the legislation, guidance material
confirms that sensitive information is intended to
operate as a subset of personal information rather
than as a distinct class of information (Office of the
Australian Information Commissioner 2019). As
such, sensitive information must also meet the
definitional requirements of personal information –
that it is about ‘an identified individual, or an
individual who is reasonably identifiable’.6
This distinction is important. The intention of using
this technique on a crime scene sample is to
establish identity. At the time of upload to an online
database, identity is unknown and therefore the
requirements in the Privacy Act do not apply.
A possible exception is if investigators failed to take
other reasonable steps to identify the donor. For
example, failing to consider that genetic material
came from a victim, from whom an elimination
reference sample could readily be obtained. Or
moving straight to FGG without first exploring
whether the donor’s profile is already on NCIDD.
Either of these cases might conceivably give rise to

5
6

Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), sch 1.
Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), s 6(1).
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an argument that the information was ‘reasonably
identifiable’ and that a privacy breach has occurred.
As noted, the intention of this technique is to
establish identity. If the technique is successful, and
law enforcement forms a view as to the donor’s
identity, all genetic data falls within the definition of
‘sensitive information’.
To limit the potential for a privacy breach, genetic
data should generally be removed from online
databases once a list of potential relatives is
obtained. Within the laboratory, it would be best
practice – as in the case of health records – to
handle all genetic data as though it were sensitive
information from the time of analysis, and to apply
rigorous protocols around security, access and use.
Forensic genetic genealogy could involve third-party
providers, such as professional genealogists. This is
explored further below. In addition to holding genetic
data from crime scene samples, a genealogist may
hold information of individuals obtained officially (for
example, through births, deaths and marriages
checks) along with other publicly available records.
This data could be quite sensitive. Some genetic
data could be predictive of health status. The
combination of genetic match data and official
records may reveal anomalies in family trees around
parentage. Even before identity of the suspect is
established, many of these records could fall within
the definition of personal information. It would
therefore be prudent to put in place appropriate nondisclosure agreements and consider contractual
requirements around use, storage and return of
case-related information in the custody of the third
party.

VII.IS IT SECURE?
The question of security of genetic genealogy came
to the fore in July 2020 when GEDmatch was subject
to ‘a security breach orchestrated through a
sophisticated attack on one of our servers via an
existing user account’ (GEDmatch 2020; Kennett
2020; Whittaker 2020). This follows the hacking of
MyHeritage in 2017, exposing user credentials but
no genetic data (Syndercombe Court 2018).
Commentators have noted the potential for online
genetic databases and, in particular, GEDmatch to
become a target of so-called false relative attacks
(Ney, Ceze & Kohno 2020). This approach uses the
very matching capabilities at the heart of genetic

genealogy services against them, to expose
personal information.
The potential for a data breach involving genetic
data appears to have been realised, and creates
very real concerns around public trust and
confidence in genetic genealogy capabilities. The
addition of law enforcement genetic profiles creates
an operational security (opsec) risk which must also
be factored into future planning around how police
engage with these capabilities.
The rise of ‘genetic informants’
While, as noted above, FGG has a heavy reliance
on data, it can be easy to forget that each of these
data points searched in a database is an individual
user, a person who has their own view on genetic
privacy and family relationships.
Williams referred to individuals drawn into
investigations using familial DNA searches as
‘genetic informants’ (Haimes 2006; Williams &
Johnson 2005). What are the potential implications
for these individuals?
At one end of the spectrum, there is no impact. The
individual whose online genetic profile helped
triangulate the identity of a suspect, or whose family
tree provided initial leads to a professional
genealogist, may never become aware of that use.
They may become aware of what has occurred in
several ways:
- They could be approached by investigators for
more information about their family, or to help
identify other family members who might agree
to be tested.
- They may become aware because their details
are led in evidence or otherwise included in court
documents.
Being drawn into a police investigation can be
stressful. Use in Australian investigations does not
raise ethical issues concerning assisting in death
penalty matters, which could arise in the United
States. Notwithstanding, it could bring notoriety to a
family member if shown to be related to an alleged
serial killer or recidivist sex offender.
Citizens do not necessarily have a choice in their
involvement in criminal investigations. A reluctant
eyewitness can still be subpoenaed to give evidence
for the prosecution. But the public policy
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considerations can shift quickly if the personal safety
of the ‘genetic informant’ is at risk.
Some affidavits in the United States have omitted
names of distant relations but instead listed kit
numbers. In most cases, this approach does not
achieve full de-identification. The kit numbers may
be publicly available on genealogy websites,
allowing the police family tree to be reconstructed by
the suspect, their lawyers or the media.
It is necessary to achieve a balance between the
privacy of individuals whose online records have
been used to identify suspects, and the rights of
those suspects to disclosure of the prosecution case
and to test or challenge techniques employed by
police to identify them.
A judicial officer, prior to issuing a search warrant or
similar instrument, needs to understand on what
basis police have formed their hypothesis as to
identity. Even if judicial officers were trained in these
techniques, except where the affidavit reveals an
obvious and significant deficiency in scientific or
genealogical analysis, a judicial officer will be
unlikely to be able to form an opinion as to whether
the analysis is robust. Instead, judicial officers will
likely need to satisfy themselves that a technique
has been properly validated and that appropriate
quality assurance safeguards exist.
Building privacy and security into analysis
A useful tool in assessing any new technology from
a privacy perspective is the privacy impact
assessment or PIA (Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner 2014). This tool can be
used to consider a capability through a privacy lens,
and determine what potential problems could arise
(Victorian Commissioner for Privacy and Data
Protection 2017).
A PIA could be used to tease out issues with
laboratory workflow, security and storage of genetic
data, as well as long-term archiving or disposal. It
can also consider questions as to whether genetic
data is available to investigators or held only by
laboratory personnel (Scudder et al. 2018).
Such a process can also assist with mapping out
how the FGG process should work. SWGDAM’s
recently
released
overview
of
FGG/IGG
recommended that profiles (whole genome data) be
kept in online databases for the minimum time
required to undertake genetic analysis and match

comparison (Scientific Working Group on DNA
Analysis Methods 2020). The PIA process can be
used to consider the balance as to how long and how
often a profile from an unknown crime scene sample
remains in such a database, in the hope of obtaining
additional matches with other relatives who may
upload their profile after initial genealogy work is
complete.
Such a decision is ultimately one of risk. If a case
involved recidivism and an immediate threat to the
community, and the source of the DNA sample gave
a high likelihood that it came from the offender and
nobody else, it may shift the balance in favour of
more frequent uploading and comparison, or even
support retaining the profile online for an extended
period. In other cases, uploading the profile,
receiving a list of potential relatives, and then
deleting the profile would be low risk and most
consistent with preserving individuals’ privacy.

VIII.MAINTAINING PUBLIC TRUST
In an article published in 2018, Mathias Wienroth
from
Newcastle
University
examined
the
governance of new or what he termed ‘anticipatory
technology’ (Wienroth 2018). The author argued for
three distinct approaches to self-governance, firstly
aspirational regimes, secondly the setting of
standards and thirdly application and training. While
Wienroth’s analysis extends beyond a purely
regulatory approach, its central theme touches on
the difficulties in establishing a governance
arrangement around technology which is still
evolving.
Forensic genomics cannot be entirely separated
from wider developments in genomics. Some
commentators have pointed to the fact that the
groundwork for ethics in genomic screening dates as
far back as 1975 (Shoenbill et al. 2014), While these
underlying ethical principles for genetic analysis may
be relatively constant, they must be viewed in the
context of other developments, in data protection
regulation and Big Data analysis.
Forensic familial searching, finding genetic relations
of individuals of police DNA databases, has been in
use in some countries for nearly 20 years. Forensic
genetic genealogy raises a subset of the ethical
issues associated with familial searching. Erica
Haimes notes the ethical and policy challenges in
prioritising identification of a suspect over personal
identity of the suspect and their genetic relations.
8
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The use of these techniques can prove or disprove
genetic relationships, causing distress to not just a
suspect but also members of their immediate, and
possibly extended, families (Haimes 2006).
Police services have developed strategies to
mitigate and manage ethical concerns around
familial DNA. This has included the use of oversight
boards, able to assess cases and provide advice
(Maguire et al. 2014). While FGG utilises a different
model for accessing genetic profiles, with consent,
some of these strategies can also be used to
oversee the use of the technique by law
enforcement.

IX.OUTSOURCING
Procurement and governance
Operational Australian forensic laboratories do not
currently possess instrumentation to conduct the
WGA. Whilst a limited number of laboratories may
possess equipment for WGS, WGS is not a
capability which has been developed for FGG. In
addition, no Australian forensic laboratory is
accredited for this purpose. Therefore, the
implementation of this technology may also entail a
procurement and vendor assessment process.
Issues such as chain of custody procedures,
turnaround times, data security, reporting and
logistics such as cost must be considered by any
organisation seeking to outsource the analysis.
Agencies may choose to divide the process amongst
two or more service providers, as the DNA analysis
and genealogical assessment may be conducted by
separate vendors. The procurement assessment
process should cover both aspects and identify
acceptable output and success rates where
possible.
Forensic genetic genealogy comprises functions
that sit across traditional investigative and scientific
roles, creating a challenge as to the long-term
oversight. It is possible over time that both the DNA
analysis and genealogy components may be
adopted in-house, with the employment of
genealogists and/or upskilling of staff in this
methodology. The question arises as to whether the
genealogical component should fall within the remit
of the forensic or investigative arms of a policing
agency. Some merit may be given to the alignment
of genealogical searching within a traditional

forensic quality framework, discussed further below.
International transfer of samples and data
Most commercial providers of FGG and related
services are based in the United States. As such,
there may be a need to ship forensic samples or to
send data derived from those samples outside of
Australia.
The Privacy Act provides a framework for crossborder disclosure of personal information. Generally,
an entity subject to that Act is required to take
reasonable steps to ensure that the recipient of the
data will not breach the Australian Privacy Principles
in the handling of that data.
There is an exception where reasonably necessary
for ‘enforcement-related activities’, but only where
the recipient has a similar enforcement-related
function. Arguments will arise as to whether genetic
data from an unidentified crime scene sample fits
within the definition of personal information at the
time of the cross-border disclosure.
Engaging a forensic genetic genealogist or other
specialist from overseas to undertake genealogy
work, where this involves providing information
collected by an enforcement agency subject to the
Privacy Act in Australia, would likely not fit within the
exclusion for enforcement-related activities. Where
the Privacy Act requirements apply, it would be
necessary to consider whether the receiving party is
contractually bound to meet, or is otherwise
substantially subject under their own laws, to the
requirements in the Australian Privacy Principles.
Future-proofing and vendor lock-in
Currently the access to databases for the purposes
of genetic genealogical support of law enforcement
investigations is limited to three service providers
(Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis
Methods, 2020): GEDmatch, FamilyTreeDNA and
now Othram’s DNASolves™ (Othram Inc. 2019). All
of these providers are now private companies
following the acquisition of GEDmatch by Verogen.
This leaves the law enforcement use of genetic
genealogy in the hands of commercial providers, in
contrast to the strictly controlled, government-owned
DNA data present in NCIDD. The future ownership
and permitted use of this new genetic data may
change depending on the success, viability and
9
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business model of the commercial vendors. The risk
of loss of access by law enforcement would be
alleviated through the generation of equivalent
whole genome SNP data in-house, with the added
benefit of greater relevancy to Australian
investigations given the database composition of
local donors. However, this would require extensive
time, resourcing, and legislative support to
implement. A national conversation around the
projected future control and use of these new
genetic databases is warranted.

X.ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK
Quality standards
Forensic science within Australia has a wellestablished path and process for quality standards
and accreditation, through the National Association
of Testing Authorities (NATA). A common refrain
around the use of novel DNA testing such as genetic
genealogy and phenotyping is that it is ‘just
intelligence’, and that once a suspect has been
identified through these methods, routine STR
analysis will be utilised for confirmation and use in
trial proceedings. Nonetheless, genetic genealogy
evidence has already been tested in court hearings
in the United States (Molteni 2019) lending weight to
the requirement for a quality management
framework to ensure its validity and ongoing
application in criminal investigations.
Despite concerns that quality management has the
potential to stifle forensic innovation and agility
(Crispino & Roux 2016; Roux, Ribaux & Crispino
2018) the process can be adapted to be fit-forpurpose. The reactive field of military forensics,
which traditionally relies on rapid intelligence rather
than pristine evidence, has recognised the need for
a quality framework (Wilson et al. 2018). It is
therefore conceivable for standards to be developed
around the provision of intelligence resulting from
genetic
genealogy,
particularly
to
ensure
consistency of information provided by different
vendors and agencies. Whilst the information
provided
is
considered
intelligence,
the
consequences of incorrect information could be
severe, including impacts on privacy, wrongful
arrests, and lost time and resources in a misled
investigation.

Proficiency Testing
A quality framework around FGG should encompass
both components of the method. Validation of novel
DNA analysis methods is well understood and
should be applied here. Equally, the validity and
proficiency of genetic genealogists is a critical
component of the success of the method. Currently
the education and accreditation of genealogists, and
more specifically genetic genealogists, is largely
unregulated and inconsistent.
Centre of Specialisation Model
The development of an FGG skillset within an
organisation would require considerable resourcing,
and likewise, procurement, validation and
implementation of the instrumentation required to
generate whole genome data is a substantial
investment. Given that the number of applicable
cases within Australia is likely to be small for reasons
described previously, it would be inefficient for every
jurisdiction to introduce this capability. Best value
would see expertise in this field centralised to a small
number of jurisdictions. Alternatively, given the dual
nature of method (DNA analysis and genealogy),
casework could be divided between two agencies
along these lines to reduce the resourcing impost to
develop expertise in both components.

XI.CONCLUSIONS
Forensic genetic genealogy presents many
opportunities for law enforcement, particularly to
assist with generating investigative leads that may
solve cold cases or identify human remains. By
carefully examining both technical and legal
considerations in an Australian context, the authors
have sought to provide a framework for Australian
law enforcement considering operationalising this
technique. By balancing privacy interests,
considering
appropriate
oversight
and
understanding the potential limitations, including
with database composition, the technique will
potentially prove useful in Australia and withstand
legal and public scrutiny.
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XII. CHECKLIST FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
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